
           Electric Human Transporter Uni-Wheel Making Electric Car Manufacturers Nervous 

With the electric transportation industry becoming more mature, more and more electric car 

brands are entering the market. Nevertheless, electric cars are still not produced in enough 

volume today to make it affordable for the average consumer. With the recent launch of the 

Uni-Wheel, Chinavasion is attempting to fill the gap in the market. But that's not the only reason 

according to the cool gadgets maker. "It's purpose is to make electronic transportation easy, 

compact and most of all fun," according to public relationship manager Rose Li. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning to use electrical transpiration like the Uni-Wheel has always been a deterrent for some 

users, but Li argues “It’s just like learning to ride a bike. At first you may be a little nervous and 

unsteady but if you take it slowly, use the training wheels and band provided you can be cruising 

in almost no time.” 

Li was keen to add that “The Uni-Wheel is easy to ride as the user steps on the platforms and 

rests their legs against the padded wheel. In order to go forward or backward they simply lean 

and to turn left or right they just twist in the desired direction.” 

With a 350 Watt motor, 35000mAh battery and speeds of up to 20kp/h Li said that “The Uni-

Wheel provided an ideal transport method for anyone wishing to make short journeys”.  

As it comes in an elegant looking, tough case with a built in carry handle, at less than 10 

kilograms, Li says “Take it anywhere you go, be it the office, elevator, shopping mall, onto a bus 

or in to your classroom, which eliminates the difficulties you face with a bike and there is no 

need to leave it behind or chain it up so it won’t get stolen." 

When asked why Chinavasion has 

moved into this market, the 

company responded: “As the 

number of people turning to 

electronic transport continues to 

grow, Chinavasion decided it was 

time to help out by sourcing and 

providing the ‘Uni-Wheel’ at 

competitive prices” Li says. “We 

believe it will fill a gap in the 

market, giving truly convenient 

travel for the discerning eco 

minded consumers who wish to 

commute in style, without leaving 

a large carbon footprint behind 

them.”  

 

http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Electronic_Gadgets/Cool_Gadgets/Electric_Unicycle_Uni-Wheel_-_350Watt_35000mAh_Samsung_Lithium_Battery_Up_To_20Kmph_90_Minutes_Charge_Time/
http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Electronic_Gadgets/Cool_Gadgets/


“One of the best features of the ‘Uni-Wheel’ is its large battery and fast charging times” extolled 

Li who went on to say that “The ‘Uni-Wheel’ has a usage time of 1 hour and a charge time of just 

90 minutes so you can quickly charge it between rides.” 

Li says “The ‘Uni-Wheel’ is the most portable form of electric transportation on the market at a 

highly competitive price. We expect many eco minded tech lovers to get on board." 

Chinavasion leading wholesaler of cool gadgets such as the 'Uni-Wheel’ offered at an affordable 

price of just a little over $400, which is just a small fraction of the price of electric cars. 

View more on: www.chinavasion.com 


